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Multiple Modifiers

M

y November/December 2012 column focused
on geoprofessionals’ need to master the art of
foolproof writing, because the consequences
of anything less can be so costly. One reader
(maybe the only one, for all I know) wrote to inquire why I
seem to use hyphenations so much.
The answer is, “Foolproof writing.” But to
explain why, I need to review some English
with you.
Adjectives modify nouns; e.g.,
in the phrase “red sweater,”
red is an adjective (but not
a good one, given that
red embraces a range of
colors in the “red family.” As such, it is one
of those dangerous
“subjective modiﬁers”; i.e., a word
that means one thing
to the person who
uses it but may mean
something different
to everyone else who
reads or hears it).
Adverbs modify verbs,
other adverbs, and adjectives. As examples:
s “Thoughtfully” is an adverb
modifying the verb “writes” in the
sentence, “The GeoCurmudgeon writes
thoughtfully.”
s “Very” is an adverb modifying the adverb
“thoughtfully” in the even better sentence, “The GeoCurmudgeon writes very thoughtfully.” (While the intent behind “very”
is commendable, it’s another subjective modiﬁer; one person’s
very is not necessarily another’s, just as one person’s very hot
may be 70° F while another’s is 90° F.)
s “Red” is an adverb modifying the adjective “hot” in the
equally impressive sentence, “The GeoCurmudgeon tackles
some red-hot issues.”
“Multiple modiﬁers” connotes the use of two or more modiﬁers – at least two adjectives, two adverbs, or one of each – to
modify another word, typically a noun or verb. And it’s these
multiple modiﬁers that foolproof-writing writers need to address.
Consider the sentence: “My sister has dirty blond hair.” Is
“dirty” an adjective modifying “hair” (making the sentence a
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statement about my sister’s hygiene), or is it an adverb that
modiﬁes “blond” (indicating the shade of blond my sister
decided to use on her assumedly clean hair)?
To be considerate of their readers, writers should make
their multiple-modiﬁer intent crystal clear. They can do this by
separating multiple adjectives with commas and joining adverbnoun pairs (or more than pairs) with hyphens. As
such, “My sister has dirty, blond hair” is a
reference to the girl’s shampoo aversion
while “My sister has dirty-blond
hair” indicates her hair color
du jour. The general exception to this approach is to
omit a hyphen when the
adverb involved ends in
ly, because it’s obviously
an adverb; e.g., “The
overly conﬁdent writer
ﬂunked the test.”
Some grammarians
will no doubt argue
that the intent of some
multiple modiﬁers is
so obvious, explanatory
punctuation isn’t needed.
Of course, grammarians
don't get sued when it can
be alleged that their writing
is ambiguous. And that’s why I
advocate using multiple-modiﬁer
punctuation far more rather than less.
Consider some of the word pairs that I
included in my prior column:
s “Professional-liability insurance”: The hyphen makes it
clear that we’re talking about insurance for a type of liability as
opposed to a type of insurance one uses to cover liability issues.
s “English-composition instruction” without the hyphen
could indicate instructions in English about composing something, possibly music.
s “Less-experienced personnel,” “project-team pariahs,”
“construction-industry claims,” and “second-rate writing” with
the hyphens missing would probably make just as much sense.
But when one writes quickly – as geoprofessionals do – it’s
easiest to get into correct habits. And besides, it makes it that
much simpler for the reader to gather the writer’s intent.
As it so happens, I haven’t yet addressed one particularly
complex multiple modiﬁer; the one I used is “construction-
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materials engineering and testing (CoMET) representative.” The hyphen between
“construction” and “materials” makes
sense because the issue is the engineering and testing of construction materials,
as opposed to materials engineering in
construction and testing of materials
or, possibly, something else. However,
because the noun is “representative,”
one feasibly could hyphenate the whole
thing, to create the compound modiﬁer
“construction-materials-engineering-andtesting (CoMET) representative.” Why not
do so? Because it would have the same
effect as having no hyphens at all. So, in
order to help achieve foolproof status, I
hyphenated just “construction-materials.”
How you do it is up to you…as long
as you make the effort to make your
writing as foolproof as it can possibly be.
There are a lot of fools out there.
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